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SYNTHÈSE:

Les recherches sur la surveillance des machines tournantes tendent vers
l'utilisation accrue de modèles numériques. L'objectif visé est d'obtenir des modèles
de lignes d'arbres montées sur paliers fluides qui soient capables de représenter
correctement leur comportement dynamique, modal ou de type réponses forcées.

On étudie la faisabilité de l'extension de la méthode énergétique, développée
initialement pour traiter les structures conservatrices, au cas des machines tournantes.
Son principe est la minimisation de l'écart entre les énergies obtenues, d'une part à
partir des données modales calculées, d'autre part à partir des données modales
expérimentales.

La détermination au préalable des modes propres d'un rotor monté sur paliers
fluides linéaires montre la complexité du problème par rapport aux structures
conservatives : la prise en compte de la gyroscopie, ainsi que de l'amortissement des
paliers, facteurs de la vitesse de déplacement du rotor, implique que les modes propres
sont à composantes complexes ; de plus, la présence de matrices non symétriques, liées
à la contribution de la raideur et de l'amortissement des paliers, induit l'existence de
modes à droite et "à gauche" (i.e. relatifs à la structure adjointe) distincts. De manière
théorique, l'extension de la méthode énergétique est formulée en considérant
successivement le cas intermédiaire d'une structure conservative en rotation puis le cas
général d'une structure amortie en rotation : les données nécessaires à la procédure
sont, non seulement les fréquences propres et les déformées modales "à droite", mais
également les déformées modales "à gauche". Les modes propres "à gauche" n'étant
pas accessibles expérimentalement, ils sont remplacés par leurs homologues calculés.

La méthode est testée sur un rotor muni d'une masse, le tout monté sur deux
paliers ; les données utilisées sont issues de simulations, relativement à une structure
inaccessible, c'est-à-dire ne faisant pas partie de l'ensemble des structures modifiées
en fonction des seuls paramètres à ajuster choisis. Les paramètres à corriger sont la
masse volumique, le module d'Young, ainsi que les caractéristiques linéarisées de
raideur et d'amortissement des paliers. Moyennant un choix judicieux des paramètres
les plus influents, le recalage montre une amélioration significative de l'écart entre
modes calculés et modes mesurés, ceci même pour les modes qui n'ont pas été pris en
compte dans le processus de recalage. Les amortissements sont toutefois plus
difficilement ajustés que les fréquences propres et les déformées modales. En présence
de données bruitées, la méthode se révèle relativement robuste.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Investigations to improve the rotating machinery monitoring tend more and
more to use numerical models. The aim is to obtain multi-fluid bearing rotor models
which are able to correctly represent their dynamic behaviour, either modal or forced
response type.

The possibility of extending the direct energy method, initially developed for
undamped structures, to rotating machinery is studied. It is based on the minimisation
of the kinetic and strain energy gap between experimental and analytic modal data.

The preliminary determination of a multi-linear bearing rotor system eigen
modes shows the problem complexity in comparison with undamped non rotating
structures: taking into account gyroscopic effects and bearing damping, as factors of
rotor velocities, leads to complex component eigen modes; moreover, non-symmetric
matrices, related to stiffness and damping bearing contributions, induce distinct left-
and right-hand side eigen modes (left hand side eigenmodes corresponds to the adjoint
structure). Theoretically, the extension of the energy method is studied, considering
first the intermediate case of an undamped non gyroscopic structure, second the
general case of a rotating shaft: data used for updating procedure are eigen frequencies
and left- and right- hand side mode shapes. Since left hand side mode shapes cannot be
directly measured, they are replaced by analytic ones.

The method is tested on a two-bearing rotor system, with a mass added;
simulated data are used, relative to a non compatible structure, i.e. which is not a part
of the set of modified analytic possible structures. Parameters to be corrected are the
mass density, the Young's modulus, and the stiffness and damping linearised
characteristics of bearings. If parameters are influent in regard with modes to be
updated, the updating method permits a significant improvement of the gap between
analytic and experimental modes, even for modes not involved in the procedure. Modal
damping appears to be more sensitive to parameter variations than modal frequencies
and shapes. Moreover the method shows a good robustness relatively to disturbed data.
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Rotating shaft model updating from modal data
by a direct energy approach : a feasibility study

S. Audebert
Electricite de France, Departement acoustique et mecanique vibratoire

Clamart, France

A. Girard, J. Chatelain
Intespace - Division Etudes et Recherche

Toulouse, France

1. INTRODUCTION

The monitoring of vibrations evolution of a rotating shaft is necessary for the early
detection of a possible defect. In practice, monitoring is only based on experimental data and is
realised in situ. Recent investigations to improve the monitoring are now in a way which is
both associating modelling and experimentation. The aim is to obtain mathematical models of
rotors mounted on hydrodynamic bearings, which constitute a good initial representation of real
rotating shafts. The possibility of updating finite element model parameters from measured
data, commonly used for undamped structures, is thus studied for rotating structures. More
precisely, we test here if the direct energy approach, developed by Roy et al. [1] for undamped
structures, is suitable for rotating shafts.

The main difficulties induced by that kind of structure in the updating procedure can
be listed as follows:
- the gyroscopic effect and the damping due to the bearings must be taken into account: it leads
to complex eigen modes;
- the damping and stiffness matrices are not symmetric, because of the bearings contribution;
this leads to the use of distinct left- and right- hand side eigen modes;
- the measurement points are limited at bearing locations.



The direct energy approach is using expanded set of experimental modes to relate the
kinetic and strain energies of each part of the finite element model to the experimental data.
This relation is realised via a system of linear equations in terms of the correction coefficients.

The feasibility of the extension of that approach to rotating shafts is studied here with
respect to some assumptions:
- left hand side "experimental" eigen modes, which cannot be directly measured, are computed;
- the mode shape expansion, which is a particular delicate step, is not considered: experimental
values are assumed to be known at each numerical point.

The updating method has been tested on a simple finite element model of a rotor
associated with a disc, mounted on two bearings, rotating at a constant speed. Simulated modal
data are used, either exact or noisy.

2. DIRECT PROBLEM

2.1 Mathematical representation of a multi-bearing rotor
system

Neglecting structural damping of rotor itself, the response of a multi-bearing rotor
system, relative to the excitation F(t), is governed by Eq. (1) [2] [3]:

M Y(t) + B Y(t) + K Y(t) = F(t) (1)
P P

with B = BG + I Bp(i) and K = KR + I Kp(i) (2)
i=l i=l

The search of a particular solution of Eq. (1) within the form Y(t) = YeJ^f yields Eq. (3):

LY = F+G (3)

where L = -X22 M+j£2Bg + KR.
G represents the force due to the bearing, which is applied to the rotor journal: it is assumed
to be linearly dependent on flexural displacements and velocities of the rotor at the
corresponding locations.

• '

Figure: A two-bearing rotor system with a disc

Using the property Y' = j £2 Y and with respect to the absolute system of coordinates (x, y, z)
described on Fig. 1, the effort due to bearing (i) applied to the rotor journal may be written
as:

gl
y = - * % - * j y v - ; Qb^ u -j Q b\yv (4)
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*xc' *JCV' *W *w ^ ^xc' ̂ cy' *W ^w a r e r e s P e c t ' v e ' v * e linearised stiffness and damping
characteristics of bearing (i); they are the only non-zero constitutive elements of matrices Kp(i)
and Bp(i). Even though they can have a generalised form, they are assumed, for this study, to be
only relative to translation degrees of freedom.

2.2 Eigen modes of a rotating shaft [2] [3]

Separating symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of matrices B and K, eigen modes are
defined as the solutions of Eq. (5):

M Y(t) + (Bsym + Basym) Y(t) + (Ksym + Kasym) Y(t) = 0 (5)

2.2.1 Particular case: undamped non gyroscopic structure

In this case, Eq. (5) can be simplified as (5 =

M Y(t) + K^ Y(t) = 0 (6)

The search of a particular solution of Eq. (6) within the form Y(t) = Y e^ yields the eigen
value problem:

(tfM + KsymiY^O (7)

which admits N imaginary eigen values: Xk = j 0% and N real components natural modes 0k-
Matrices M and Ksym being symmetric definite positive, eigen vectors verify the following
properties:

and t<PKsym& = diagfksymft) (8)

with O the matrix constituted with the N eigen vectors Ox <P = (&]...&k...&fj).

2.2.2 Particular case: undamped gyroscopic structure

In this case, Eq. (5) is simplified as {Bsym = Kasym = 0):

M Y(t) + Basym Y(t) + KsymY(t) = 0 (9)

Considering the unknown vector YI system (9) can be written as :

A Y (10)

where A denotes a symmetric matrix defined by A = I Q % I and B an anti-symmetric

matrix defined by B = [ Bgym

The search of a particular solution of Eq. (10) within the form . = Ye** yields the eigen

value problem:
(XA + B)Y=0 (11)

7



That problem admits:
2 N imaginary conjugate eigen values: &k = ±j eujt;

[ j coir <t>k~\ f ~J *•* to 1
\_ rk \

Properties of eigen vectors can be written as follows:

0* A0 = diag(aijc) and 0* B 0 = diag (bye) (12)

where 0 denotes the matrix constituted with the A7 eigen vectors tffc: O = (&j.

2.2.3 General case

Considering the unknown vector M system (5) can be written as:

A Y

. y]

where A denotes an asymmetric matrix defined by A = I o Af J an(^ B a non-symmetric

matrix defined by 5 = [ BW+f**y>n K^ + K<*ym ] .

The search of a particular solution of Eq. (13) within the form j j = ? « ^ yields the eigen

value problem:

(XA + B)f=0 (14)

That problem admits:

2 N complex conjugate eigen values: A& = - & Gfc ±j ©it \ i - 5k2;
2 A' right hand side complex conjugate eigen vectors (0k ^k ) so that:

2 // left hand side complex conjugate eigen vectors (*Fk ^k ) so that: t % (2* A + 5) = 0 (16)

with 4* = [ \ * ] and n = [ " f^^» + W*A* W].

Properties of eigen vectors can be deduced from (15) and (16):

and ' ! r / « * i = 0 ( l ^ (17)
and lVkB&k = Bkk = -hbkk (18)

which can be written as follows:

and 'Y B <P = diag(bkk) 09)

where ¥* and tf»are the matrices constituted with the A'eigen vectors !Fjt and dfc respectively:



3. MODEL UPDATING

3.1 Principles
The dynamic finite element models updating method is a local method based on an

energy approach. It treats, in a comprehensive way, the various data associated with dynamic
testing leading to a set of correction coefficients associated with the physical parameters of the
corresponding finite element model. More precisely, the finite element model can be described
by a collection of q parts, each part of which regroups one or several finite elements of the
structure having similar physical and material properties. Associated with each part are
correction coefficients which premultiply corresponding element matrices. The aim of updating
procedure is to find values of correction coefficients so that analytic and experimental modes
are in good agreement.

3.2 Undamped non gyroscopic structure

The commonly used updating procedure is only concerning undamped structures
without gyroscopic effects.
For every analytic mode k, properties (8) allow to write relationship (20):

-(oltOkMOk + tQicKOk^O (20)

Correction coefficients ap and fin, whose initial values equal to one, are in this case
respectively relative to mass M andstiffness /^j

and Kym = XA? Kq (21)
q q

Only corrections that are equivalent to the mass density and Young's modulus of the part are
therefore allowed.
If it is assumed that experimental modes are known (eventually thanks to an expansion
procedure) at each numerical point, updating model relatively to experimental modes ( aj> ty)
needs to have the following relationship verified:

i)=0 (22)

The number of equations of this system, typically linear %.X = S relatively to unknown
parameters Og and fiq, is the number of modes to be updated. The solution is obtained by
minimising the weighted quadratic error F(X) while imposing physical bounds on the
correction coefficients:

F(X) = HAX -2)W(JVC-$) (23)

The diagonal weighting matrix W is related to the accuracy of experimental values.
Notice that the equations (22) are necessary but not sufficient to obtain experimental

modes from the corrected structure. To make the conditions sufficient, they should in fact be
completed by orthonormality relationships; but it has been shown that taking them into account
is too restricting to ensure a correct behaviour of updating procedure. Respecting %. X = 'B does
consequently not lead to actual experimental modes. Furthermore, the most favourable case is
concerning an under-determined system (number of correction coefficients is larger than
number of modes to be updated): the solution chosen is the one which corresponds to the
minimal variation of parameters. Moreover, the solution is obtained with one iteration only.



3.3 Undamped gyroscopic structure

For every analytic mode k, properties (12) allow to write relationship (24):

j (Ok 0k* A 0k + Q'k B 0k = 0

Assuming that coefficients relative to matrix M (mass density) are applied to matrix
system (25) can be written as follows:

j 0)101*

(24)

0
(25)

3.4 General rotating shaft

For every analytic modes pair k, properties (19) allow to write relationship (26),
which contains modal kinetic and strain energy terms:

Xktx¥kA^k + tx?kB 0k = O (26)

Relationship (26) being equivalent to (20), updating can be realised in the same conditions.
With respect to the following assumptions concerning correction coefficients:
- coefficients relative to matrix M (mass density) are applied to matrix ~
- same nature coefficients are applied to matrices Ksym and Ko
- independent coefficients are considered for matrix n

system (26) is written as follows:

Id A
One needs in that expression left hand side eigen vectors
measured [4]; they are consequently replaced by analytic ones.

01 = 0(27)

, which cannot be directly

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

4.1 Reference structure and "experimental "data

A two-bearing rotor system added with a mass is considered (Fig. 1); the bearings are
located at the end nodes. The corresponding finite element model is containing four
Timoshenko beam elements at each side of the mass; four degrees of freedom are considered at
each node. The rotational speed is - 3,000 rounds per minute.

The shaft characteristics are defined as follows:
- rotor: lengths : L\ = 0.5 m; hi = 0.8 m;

areas : S = 7.8539816.10"3 m2;
fa = Ijfy = 4.9087385.10-6 = 9.8175.10"6 m4;

material
l/Jk = l . I l ;

: ER = 2.0.10n Pa; v - 0.3; pR = 7800 kg.nT^;
10



-disc: mass : m = 45.945793 kg;
inertia :Jnx=JDy= 0.4977460 m2.kg; JDz = 0.97634809 nP-.kg.

Simulated test data are obtained by applying some modifications to the reference structure
parameters (mass density, Young's modulus, linearised bearings characteristics...).

Two criteria are used in order to quantify the distance between the reference structure
("experimental" structure) and the modelled structure: the relative error on eigen frequencies
and damping and the Modal Assurance Criterion defined by the following expressions:

(28)

MAC((j)cai<f>ref) =
<t>cal*- 4>ref

<l>cal*-0cal <t>ref*-<Pref\
(29)

Preliminary updating tests have been performed in different configurations in order to
validate the method itself: it has been particularly checked that modifications introduced in
case of compatible structure are exactly determined when the number of parameters to be
corrected is equal to the number of modes taken into account in the updating procedure (the
"experimental" structure is compatible if it is a part of the set of modified computed possible
structures).

4.2 Undamped gyroscopic structure

4.2.1 Initial model

In order to treat first the simplified case that corresponds to an undamped gyroscopic
structure, it is assumed that:
- the extra-diagonal terms of stiffness matrices relative to bearings are equal to zero: this leads
to consider directions x and y as non correlated, that is to say to consider a system of
coordinates which permits to obtain matrices Kp diagonal;
- damping matrices relative to bearings are equal to zero.

Values of stiffness matrices £pfi7/=i, 2 are chosen relatively to stiffness values of rotor itself so
that eigen phenomena relative to rotor and bearings are well coupled (general case):

4.2.2 Model updating

4.2.2.1 Comparison between reference and analytic modes

Experimental modes are defined relatively to the following modifications of the initial
structure:

(PR, ER, PD> kxx, kyy, 1/k) .* (1.1,0.7, 0.8,1.5, 2.0, 3)

Modifying the form factor \lk induces a non compatible experimental structure, because that
coefficient cannot be a factor of either mass or stiffness or damping matrix.

The modal characteristics of the reference structure (the so modified structure) and of
the initial model are shown in table 1.
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mode

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

eigen frequency
fref(Hz)

65.26
66.88

242.57
264.71

416.08
473.03

616.42
688.75

eigen frequency
f col (Hz)

71,77
73,27

245,37
262,28

408,41
43439

667,32
692,46

frequency error
(%)

+10.0
+9.5

+1.2
-0.9

-1.8
-8.2

+8.3
-0.5

MAC

0.942
0.949

0.813
0.740

0.901
0.713

0.894
0.853

Table 1. Initial model:
"experimental" and analytic eigen modes of the undamped gyroscopic structure

4.2.2.2 Updating parameters

For this first updating exercise, only one zone is considered in order to simplify the
calculations and facilitate the comprehension of the results. The physical parameters to be
modified are those relative to the rotor and the bearings: rotor mass density PR, Young's
modulus ER and bearings stiffness linearised characteristics Jfcxt and kyy.

In order to obtain an under-determined system, which is the most favourable
configuration, we limit the number of modes to be actively updated to 3. The 3 modes chosen
are the best modes associated with the selected physical parameters.

4.2.2.3 Updating results

Results obtained after applying the updating procedure are presented in table 2,
corresponding to the following correction coefficients:

(PA ER, .* (0.937,0.716,1.048,1.035)

mode

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

eigen frequency
frefWz)

6526
66.88

242.57
264.71

416.08
473.03

616.42
688.75

eigen frequency
fad (Hz)

64.15
65.10

238.26
253.29

400.51
425.08

617.12
643.95

frequency error
(%)

-1.7
-2.7

-1.8
-4.3

-3.7
-10.1

+0.1
-6.5

MAC

0.9938
0.9933

0.917
0.870

0.952
0.829

0.915
0.885

Table 2. Updated model:
"experimental" and analytic eigen modes of the undamped gyroscopic structure

Variations of parameters are relatively limited in regard with the modifications
introduced: a physical meaning can still be attributed to the correction coefficients. These

12



corrections result in a significantly improved modal agreement in terms both of eigen
frequencies and MAC criteria. This improvement is also significant on modes which are not
directly involved in the updating procedure.

4.3 General rotating shaft

4.3.1 Initial model

In order to treat the general case corresponding to a damped gyroscopic structure,
additional parameters (all relative to bearings) are taken into account:
- damping matrices relative to bearings are not equal to zero;
- the extra-diagonal terms of stiffness and damping matrices relative to bearings are assumed to
be anti-symmetric.

Values of stiffness matrices Kp(i)j=\y 2 and damping matrices BpC/jj=], 2 considered here are
the following:

f 5.
KP= L0.

5.0 -0.57
57 6.0

1.5 -0.094= [ 0094 20
1 i n 4 , _,
J \04 kg.s 1

4.3.2 Model updating

4.3.2.1 Comparison between reference and analytic modes

Experimental modes are defined relatively to the following modifications of the initial
structure:

(PR, ER.PD, *xr. kyy, k^, b^, byy, b^, 1/k).* (1.1,0.7,0.8,1.5, 2.0,1.1, 0.85,0.8,0.9, 3.)

The modal characteristics of the reference structure and of the initial model are shown
in table 3.

mode

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

eigen
frequency
frefWz)

65.33
66.87

245.56
265.84

427.45
481.29

624.67
701.94

damping
coeff.

Cref(%)

0.34
0.32

4.73
3.64

12.8
9.81

15.0
14.4

eigen
frequency
Seal (Hz)

72.27
73,19

253.18
275.07

423.13
455.39

663.93
681.03

damping
coeff.

Ccal(%)

0.86
2.26

12.8
18.8

23.5
32.1

18.7
26.2

frequency
error
(%)

+10.6
+9.4

+3.1
+3.5

-1.0
-5.4

+6.3
-3.0

damping
error
(%)

+151.
+607.

+171.
+416.

+84.
+227.

+24.
+81.

MAC

0.847
0.843

0.773
0.692

0.833
0.643

0.943
0.886

Table 3. Initial model:
"experimental" and analytic eigen modes of the damped gyroscopic structure

If we compare with the undamped case, we can see that the frequency errors have the
same order of magnitude, whereas the MAC criteria values are slightly lower; damping errors
are rather significant.
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4.3.2.2 Updating parameters

The physical parameters to be modified are those relative to the rotor and the
bearings: rotor mass density p^.Young's modulus ER and bearings linearised characteristics
kxx> kyy, kjy, bxx, byy, bxy.

In order to obtain an under-determined system, the number of modes to be actively
updated is limited to 3 pairs. As in the case of undamped structure, the 3 modes chosen are
modes 1,2 and 5.

The updating procedure is performed first with exact experimental right hand side
eigen modes (ideal configuration), second with disturbed experimental right hand side eigen
modes (realistic configuration); in both cases, analytic left hand side eigen modes are used
instead of experimental ones.

4.3.2.3 Updating results

Solving system (27) does not necessitate to constrain the correction coefficients to be
real: the imaginary part of the complex coefficients determined can be largely neglected.

4.3.2.3.lUse of exact right hand side eigen modes

Results obtained after applying the updating procedure are presented in table 4,
corresponding to the following correction coefficients:

(PR, ER, *XC *yy, V *>xx, byy, bv)+ (1.096,0.785,1.403,1.932,1.397,0.776,0.203,0.937)

mode

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

eigen
frequency
fref(Hz)

6533
66.87

245.56
265.84

427.45
481.29

624.67
701.94

damping
coeff.
ZrM

0.34
0.32

4.73
3.64

12.8
9.81

15.0
14.4

eigen
frequency
f col (Hz)

65.71
67.55

251.40
273.95

429.57
482.80

638.28
711.98

damping
coeff.

Ccal(%)

039
0.18

5.42
1.80

13.7
3.00

14.3
3.87

frequency
error
(%)

+0.6
+1.0

+2.4
+3.1

+0.5
+0.3

+2.2
+1.4

damping
error
(%)

+14.
-43.

+15.
-51.

+7.
-69.

- 5 .
-73.

MAC

0.997
0.997

0.985
0.981

0.977
0.929

0.979
0.932

Table 4. Updated model obtained from exact modal data:
"experimental" and analytic eigen modes

Parameter variations are relatively small and improvement of the model is obvious.

4.3.2.3.2Robustness relatively to disturbed modal data

In order to test method robustness, disturbed right hand side eigen modes are
introduced (computed left hand side eigen modes are exact). Disturbed data are obtained by
multiplying exact modal data by the factor (1 + rand, lev), where rand is a random number with
a uniform distribution between -1 and 1, and lev is the noise level considered. Noise levels
corresponding to eigen frequencies, modes components and damping coefficients are
respectively 2%, 10% and 20%.
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Results obtained are listed in table 5. They are corresponding to the following
correction coefficients:

(PR, ER, kxc. kyy, kxy, b^, byy, by).* (1.203,0.793,1.508, 2.335, 2.035, 0.791, 0.416, 0.916)

mo
de

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

eigen
frequency
fref(Hz)

65.33
66.87

245.56
265.84

427.45
481.29

624.67
701.94

damping
coeff.
Cret*)

034
0.32

4.73
3.64

12.8
9.81

15.0
14.4

eigen
frequency
foal (Hz)

64.73
66.76

246.30
272.85

423.58
490.15

628.02
721.49

damping
coeff.

Ccal(%)

0.32
0.23

4.71
2.30

12.5
4.95

13.5
7.02

frequency
error
(%)

+0.3
+0.2

-0.7
+3.6

+1.0
+2.7

+2.0
+1.1

damping
error
(%)

-12.
-13.

+14.
-25.

+12.
^ 3 .

-20.
-49.

MAC

0.991
0.994

0.990
0.982

0.988
0.962

0.984
0.953

Table 5. Updated model obtained from disturbed modal data:
"experimental" and analytic eigen modes

Even though parameter variations are larger than in the case where data are not disturbed,
model so obtained is obviously improved. This allows us to expect a correct behaviour of the
method from experimental noisy data.

5. CONCLUSION

Extension of the direct energy updating method, which is based on modal
experimental data, to rotating shafts mounted on hydrodynamic bearings has been achieved
using simulated data.

Determination of eigen modes of a multi-bearing rotor system has been first
examined: presence of non-symmetric stiffness and damping matrices leads to complex
components modes and distinct right-and left-hand side modes, which induce particular
difficulties within the updating procedure. As for undamped structures, the gap between
energies of the finite element model and the experimental structure is minimised, by modifying
a set of well chosen correction coefficients.

The updating method has been successfully applied to a two-bearing rotor system,
from simulated modal data: if parameters to be corrected are adequate with respect to modes to
be updated, model improvement can be very significant, even for modes not involved in the
updating procedure. Modal damping appears to be more sensitive to parameter variations than
modal frequencies and shapes. Moreover the method has shown a good robustness relatively to
disturbed data.

Further investigations must be carried out so that the method can be properly evaluated:
- a complete multi-bearing rotor system with a foundation must be considered;
- the constraints related to experimental data availability must be taken into account, thanks to
a mode expansion for instance;
- and extensive validation in the presence of real experimental data is obviously needed.
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Notations

a: shear coefficient (a = 12EI/(kGS L2))
f. frequency
j : complex number defined byj2 = -1
k: area factor for shear
p: number of bearings
f:time
A: matrix defined by its generic term (ay)
B: damping matrix
BQ: gyroscopic matrix
E: Young's modulus
F: excitation force vector
G: shear modulus (G = 1 /(2(1+ vj))
1: area moment of inertia
Id: identity matrix
J: mass moment of inertia
K: stiffness matrix
M: mass matrix of multi-bearing rotor system
N: number of degrees of freedom
S: area of the cross section

Y: displacement vector of rotor (Y = l(u, v, w))

Y: velocity vector of rotor

Y: acceleration vector of rotor
{Y: transpose of vector Y
Y*: conjugate transpose of vector Y
v. Poisson's ratio
p: mass density
Q-. rotational speed
.*: element-by-element multiplication

Indexes:
R: rotor
p. bearing
Asym'- symmetric part of A
A ' - anti-symmetric part of A
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